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Abstract—Named Data Networking (NDN) proposes a contentcentric rather than a host-centric approach to data retrieval. Data
packets with unique and immutable names are retrieved from
a content store (CS) using Interest packets. The current NDN
architecture relies on forwarding strategies that are dependent
upon on-path caching and is therefore inefﬁcient. This approach
reduces data transfer efﬁciency by ignoring the cached content
available on the adjacent off-path routers in the network. In
this paper, we propose a novel distributed multipath (D-MP)
forwarding strategy and enhancements to the NDN Interest
forwarding pipeline. Furthermore, we develop a centralized SDNenabled control for the multipath forwarding strategy (S-MP)
that distributes Interests efﬁciently by using the global knowledge
of the NDN network states. We perform extensive evaluations of
our proposed methods on an at-scale WAN testbed spanning
six geographically separated sites. Our solutions outperform the
existing NDN forwarding strategies by a signiﬁcant margin. We
show that the D-MP strategy results in performance gains ranging between 10.4x to 12.5x over the default NDN implementation
without in-network caching, and gains of 12.2x to 18.4x with innetwork caching. In addition, for the S-MP case, we demonstrate
a performance improvement of 10.6x to 12.6x, and 12.9x to 18.5x,
for with- and without in-network caching respectively.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In recent years several Internet architectures have been
proposed as alternatives to the current TCP/IP Internet architecture. These architectures propose solutions to handle the
well-known limitations of the narrow-waist problem of an IPbased Internet. Named Data Networking (NDN) [1] is one such
architecture that proposes the use of names for fetching data
instead of relying on addresses for identifying data locality.
The end-user sends an Interest packet with the data name and
the network is responsible for both forwarding and caching the
requested data. One of the main characteristics of NDN is innetwork caching, where the router keeps a copy of the data to
satisfy a future request. This reduces the latency arising from
fetching the data from the source for all subsequent requests.
The software deﬁned networking [2] paradigm has generated
signiﬁcant interest in the information centric networking (ICN)
community. SDN has been used to address the name-based
routing and forwarding [3], [4] by decoupling the ICN data
plane from its control plane [5].
Under the NDN paradigm, a content store (CS) acts as a
cache management data structure. The CS is an in-network
cache and performs data lookups for incoming Interests and
serves the consumers without the need for forwarding the
Interests to the NDN producers. In the current NDN implementation, it is only beneﬁcial to cache the data in the CS
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when the cached contents are available on the path to the
content producer. This a serious limitation as it reduces the
data transfer efﬁciency by ignoring the (requested) cached
content available on adjacent/off-path routers in the network.
The adjacent/off-path routers are generally closer (in terms
of the number of hops or routing cost) to the consumer
when compared to the NDN producer. Therefore, fetching the
data from the producer and caching it only in the on-path
router instead of also utilizing the adjacent/off-path routers is
inefﬁcient.
In this paper, we propose a multipath forwarding strategy
to address the above problem. Our ﬁrst approach proposes enhancements to the existing NDN Forwarding Daemon (NFD)
implementation. Speciﬁcally, we propose a forwarding strategy
that retrieves non-overlapping data packets from multiple
routers simultaneously. Further, the strategy provides additional ﬂexibility in the per-router choice of the Interest pipeline
depth conﬁguration. Next, we propose a centralized approach
using a SDN controller for managing/mapping the current
contents of the CS. This approach allows us to make intelligent
Interest pipeline forwarding decisions by analyzing the global
view of the NDN network. The SDN controller is effectively
used to analyze the network state and redirects the incoming
Interests to the off-path routers that have cached the requested
content. In our work, we enhance the data retrieval process for
both cases by allowing both the NDN consumer and the NDN
routers to fetch the content from multiple off-path locations
based on the network states. Our proposed approaches, while
improving data transfer performance on the one hand, also
ensures congestion avoidance on a speciﬁc path by distributing
Interests across multiple available paths.
The main contributions of our work are as follows: i) we
propose a distributed multipath (D-MP) forwarding strategy
for Interest pipeline processing and data retrieval. This approach enables simultaneous data retrieval from a set of
n routers with pre-conﬁgured Interest pipeline depths. The DMP strategy provides a performance improvement of over 10x
when compared to the default NDN implementation; ii) we
propose a centralized SDN-enabled control for our multipath
forwarding strategy (S-MP). We show that the centralized
control (S-MP), unlike the D-MP case, provides additional
beneﬁts due to the knowledge of the global NDN network and
cache states; iii) we propose NFD conﬁguration algorithms
for D-MP and S-MP approaches, and iv) we evaluate the
performance of our solutions on an at-scale network research
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testbed and provide valuable WAN performance insights.
The paper is organized as follows: Section II presents our
system architectures for both the distributed and the centralized SDN-control forwarding strategies, respectively. Section
III outlines our solution approaches for the Interest pipeline
management for both D-MP and S-MP cases. In Section
IV, we present our test network setup, the datasets used for
evaluating the performance, and we describe our experiments.
Section V presents the performance results for the proposed
D-MP and S-MP strategies. We present the related works in
Section VI, and in Section VII, we conclude our work.
II. S YSTEM A RCHITECTURE
NDN mitigates IP-networking problems such as IP mobility,
network address translation (NAT) traversals, and address
space limits by using a name-based packet forwarding and
routing scheme. A hierarchical and unbounded namespace
also solves the problems associated with IP-networks and
ensures communication continuity as the data is no longer
bound to the host address. This ensures data mobility and
eliminates address-space management in the network. NDN
routing is similar to its IP-network counterpart, with longestpreﬁx matches performed on the data names instead of the IP
addresses. Each NDN router maintains a forwarding information base (FIB) populated with name preﬁxes. A name-based
routing protocol is used to populate each router with the name
preﬁx and the associated interface on which the data can be
retrieved.
The NDN consumer (i.e. the data consumer) generates and
transmits an Interest packet (with the name information) for
the desired data request. Each router handles incoming Interest
packet processing and looks up the requested name preﬁx in
its FIB. If the requested data is available, the router sends the
data back to the consumer along with the data producer’s (i.e.
the NDN Producer) signature. If the data is unavailable, the
router adds the Interest to a pending interest table (PIT) and
forwards the Interest to the next router on the path. Reversepath tracing of the Interest packet is used to deliver the data
to the consumer. For each data packet successfully delivered
to the consumer, the NDN routers remove the corresponding
Interest entries from their PIT and store the data in their
Content Store (CS). The CS serves as a cache for subsequent
requests to the same data (or name).
The NDN Forwarding Daemon (NFD) is the NDN network
forwarder that implements the forwarding functionality for
both Interest and data packets. The NFD manages the PIT,
the CS, and the FIB. NFD implements the NDN forwarding
strategies and the associated forwarding logic. NFD also
provides the Face abstraction for interaction with various lowlevel transports. It manages all information associated with
data transfers including the forwarding states, strategy used,
pending Interests, and the FIB.
NFD employs a per-namespace forwarding strategy to forward Interests. The strategy choice inﬂuences packet forwarding decisions, and plays an important role in fetching the data
from a given NDN router. A number of Interest forwarding

strategies are available for use by the NFD including best
routes, multicast, client control, NCC (implemented from
CCNx, i.e. CCN backwards), access router, and adaptive
SRTT-based Forwarding (ASF) [6] strategy.
The strategies described above, although sufﬁcient for
many existing network environments, do not cater to the
necessary performance requirements of large-scale distributed
datasets. We develop strategies that are suitable for largevolume distributed data transfers over high-bandwidth, highdelay wide area networks (WANs). The targeted use of the
developed strategies and forwarding pipelines are complex
and distributed ﬁlesystems such as CernVM File System
(CVMFS) [7]. High-energy physics (HEP) workﬂows (e.g.
Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS) [8]) are evaluating the use of
CVMFS for the distribution of experimental datasets [9] using
NDN. Next, we outline two approaches to Interest distribution:
i) a distributed multipath (D-MP) strategy and enhancements
to the existing NDN Interest pipeline, and ii) A centralized
SDN-enabled control for the multipath strategy (S-MP).

Fig. 1: D-MP Network.
A. D-MP: Distributed Multipath Forwarding Strategy
NFD data transfer decisions use a combination of strategy
choice and the forwarding pipeline depth. Together, they form
the NFDs’ intelligence and packet processing logic. The strategy choice inﬂuences the packet forwarding decisions. The forwarding pipeline speciﬁes the number of simultaneous Interests that are forwarded per request. We propose NFD strategy
enhancements to optimize the NFD forwarding pipeline. The
architecture is as shown in Figure 1. Our NFD enhancements
enable parallel data (or namespace) retrieval from multiple
routers using a per-router Interest pipeline depth. Our proposed
distributed multipath (D-MP) strategy beneﬁts from multipath
gains and/or off-path caching to reduce the latency of datadelivery to the consumer. Unlike the multicast strategy, our
optimizations focus on parallel data retrieval from a set of
NDN routers. We also consider the effects of caching at the
content store (CS) of each router on data retrieval times. Using
the D-MP strategy, the data consumer can simultaneously
request non-overlapping data segments from multiple routers.
Further, our approach enables the consumer to specify a perrouter forwarding pipeline depth. Thus, D-MP can optimize
parallel data transfers from multiple NDN routers based on
the exchanged information between the NDN consumer and
NDN routers. Details of the D-MP approach are presented in
Section III-A
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B. S-MP: Centralized SDN control for the Multipath Forwarding Strategy
The D-MP approach described in the previous section relies
on a priori information about the available router forwarding
paths for forwarding decisions. Although the D-MP approach
beneﬁts from multipath data retrieval and larger optimized
Interest pipelines per path, it is vulnerable to dynamic network
state changes due to its dependence on a priori information. To facilitate the use of real-time NDN network state
information in Interest forwarding decisions, we propose a
software-deﬁned control architecture for the multipath forwarding strategy. The architecture is shown in Figure 2. The
S-MP architecture uses representational state transfer (REST)
application programming interfaces (APIs) for information
exchange between the NDN and the SDN infrastructures.
The centralized SDN control manages the NDN network
state information including router states, available forwarding paths, and cached contents. Further, the SDN controller
asynchronously communicates with the NDN routers and the
content producers to create a data map of the CS. This
establishes a global view of the data maps on the NDN routers,
and are representative of the data cached in the memory
buffer of each NDN router. The S-MP strategy involves the
following:
1) Consumer NFD Conﬁguration: First, we choose the set
of routers that already cache the requested content either
partially or fully. Based on the caching information, we
formulate a multi-router Interest distribution strategy and communicate it to the data consumer NFD. The consumer’s NFD
conﬁgures the associated faces, routes and Interest pipeline
depths and initiates the parallel non overlapping data retrieval
from multiple NDN routers. If the requested data caching is
unavailable at the routers, the SDN controller sends a list
of the best candidate routers and the corresponding Interest
distribution strategy to the consumer NFD. The consumer uses
this information as before to set up the connections.
2) Data Retrieval: The consumer NFD establishes parallel
connections with the speciﬁed list of routers and conﬁgures
each connection with an associated Interest pipeline depth.
Parallel connections retrieve the requested data and assemble
it at the consumer. If no data is cached at the routers, the
consumer NFD sends the Interests for non-overlapping data
segments to the routers. The routers in-turn fetch and cache
the requested data from the NDN producers and deliver it to
the consumer.
Two types of messages are exchanged between NDN routers
and the SDN controller namely, i) Forward message, used
when the requested data is unavailable at the router, and ii)
Update message, used when the new data is received and
cached at the router. When the Interest arrives at the NDN
router, the NFD checks the content store (CS) for the requested
data. If the data is available, the router will return a copy to the
consumer. Otherwise, the router’s NFD forwards the Interest
along the path to the NDN producer. The SDN controller uses
the Update message to update its NDN state information data.

Details of the S-MP strategy are described in Section III-B

Fig. 2: S-MP: SDN-enabled control for multipath forwarding.
III. P ROPOSED F ORWARDING S TRATEGIES
In this section, we outline different implementation approaches for the Interest pipeline distribution. We discuss our
forwarding strategies for both cases, i.e., D-MP and S-MP.
A. Interest Pipeline Distribution Approaches for D-MP
The D-MP-based NFD conﬁguration and data transfers are
outlined in Algorithm 1. For each incoming Interest packet,
the consumer NFD computes the optimal forwarding strategy,
a list of routers and their corresponding pipeline depths. This
router set is created based on a discovery phase. During this
phase, the consumer sends a message to all routers to check
if the data is available in the routers’ caches. The consumer
processes the replies from the routers and builds a forwarding
strategy conﬁguration. This conﬁguration contains information
about the NFD Face to use with each router and a per-router
Interest pipeline depth.
Different approaches can be used for Interest pipeline distribution for the D-MP case. We implement a round-robin
scheme for Interest distribution among a set of n routers.
In this approach, we distribute i, ∀i ∈ {1, .., p} Interests to
the processing pipeline of n routers. This approach ensures
that the Interest processing pipeline of each router is always
saturated with the deﬁned pipeline depth (i.e. p) for optimal
performance. Another approach is to use a ratio-based Interest
distribution scheme. In this approach, Interests are distributed
to a set of n routers based on a deﬁned ratio partitioning
scheme. For example, for a set of n = 3 routers and a pipeline
depth, p = 20, an Interest distribution ratio of 40%, 40%,
and 20%, results in the Algorithm 1 assigning 8 Interests for
routers 1 and 2, and 4 Interests to router 3 respectively in a
non-overlapping fashion. This ratio can be calculated based on
the network state information obtained during the discovery
phase, or can be changed during the data transfer. Thus,
the ratio partitioning approach provides additional ﬂexibility
for adjusting the Interest processing pipeline depths for each
router to better balance routers’ loads and/or processing capacities. In this work we only present the performance results
for the round-robin scheme.
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Algorithm 1 D-MP(i)
Input: NDN Interest (i).
Output: D-MP NFD conﬁguration for data transfer.
Consumer NFD Conﬁguration Update:
1: for all r ∈ R do
2:
Consumer sends discovery message to router r
3:
Consumer processes reply from router r
4: end for
5: Consumer computes optimal namespace conﬁguration
6: Consumer update C : if aces , C : ipipeline , C : idistribution
Consumer NFD Data Retrieval:
7: for all Routers r ∈ C : if aces do
8:
Conﬁgure router pipeline rp ← C : ipipeline (r)
9:
Forward Interests based on C : idistribution
10: end for

associated pipeline depths for conﬁguring the consumer NFD
for each router in the conﬁguration.
Algorithm 3 SD-NFDConﬁg(i)
Input: NDN Interest (i).
Output: SD-NFD Conﬁguration File.
1: Lookup data map for the namespace in Interest i
2: Compute optimal namespace conﬁguration
3: return {router_list, p, distribution_map}
IV. E XPERIMENTS
In this section, we describe our test network setup, datasets
used in the performance evaluation, associated parameters, and
the experiment design.
A. Network Setup

B. SDN-enabled Centralized Interest Pipeline (S-MP)
The SDN-enabled centralized Interest pipeline distribution
approach forwards consumer Interests for all requested names
to the SDN controller. Algorithm 2 describes the consumer
NFD processes and Algorithm 3 describes the SDN controller
functionality.
Algorithm 2 S-MP(i)
Input: NDN Interest (i).
Output: S-MP NFD conﬁguration for data transfer.
SDN-enabled Consumer NFD Conﬁguration:
1: SD-NFDConﬁg(i)
2: C : if aces ← router_list
3: C : ipipeline ← p
4: C : idistribution ← distribution_map
Consumer NFD Data Retrieval:
5: for all Routers r ∈ C : if aces do
6:
Conﬁgure router pipeline rp ← C : ipipeline (r)
7:
Forward Interests based on C : idistribution
8: end for
The SDN controller is responsible for computing the forwarding strategy, multi-router conﬁguration and specifying the
per-router pipeline depth for a given data transfer request. The
SDN controller manages a map of the state of the content store
(CS) compiled from all the NDN routers in the network. It also
maps the off-path routers that host the requested data. Further,
it computes decision statistics based on the routers’ status and
their network state information. It will then communicate the
appropriate strategy conﬁguration to the NDN consumer to
help set up the necessary connections. It is to be noted that
the communication between the SDN controller and the NDN
routers/NDN producers are independent of the consumers’
data requests. For every CS state change, the router sends
a REST POST to the controller to notify the cache update.
Optimum Interest pipeline distribution decisions are made
based on the state of the CS of each router (either onor off-path) in the network. The optimum decision speciﬁes
the forwarding strategy, the total number of routers and the

Our test network topology is shown in Figure 3. The test network is composed of two NDN consumers, three NDN routers,
an NDN producer, and an SDN controller node. Consumer
C1 is connected to all three routers (R1, R2, and R3). C1 is
the main data consumer for all our tests. It implements our
NFD forwarding strategies and Interest pipeline distribution
approaches. Consumer C2 is only connected to R1, and its
path to the NDN producer is C1 → R1 → R2 → R3 → P .
The consumer C2 is only used for populating all routers with
the same dataset for the tests with in-network caching enabled.

Fig. 3: SDN-enabled MP Test Network.
All nodes in the test network are set up on the GENI [10]
platform. GENI provides a platform for at-scale networking
research, connecting compute resources over the Internet2
AL2S infrastructure. We use a total of six GENI sites (with
one NDN node per site) spread across InstaGENI infrastructures at Georgia Tech, Kansas, Rutgers, Stanford, UCLA and
UChicago. Therefore, this setup is representative of a realworld WAN NDN network.
B. Experiments
We evaluate NDN data transfer performance for different
scenarios over a WAN test network as outlined in Table I.
The two datasets used were: i) 100MB ﬁle transfers, and ii)
1000 ﬁles of 8KB each. We design the following experiments
(E1 to E5) for our evaluations:
1) E1–Single Router, Single Interest Pipeline: This is the
default NDN strategy where the consumer retrieves all the
requested data from a single router and/or a single producer.
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2) E2–Single Router, Aggregate Interest Pipeline: This is a
variation of the previous strategy E1 with an increased Interest
pipeline depth (p = 10 was used).
3) E3–Distributed Multipath (D-MP), Single-Interest
Pipeline: In this case, we use three routers and with only
one Interest per router. The list of routers is obtained using
the communication between the consumer and the routers.
The interest distributed evenly between routers and based on
Round-Robin (RR) technique.
4) E4–Distributed Multipath (D-MP) Pipeline: This is Similar to the previous case, but we use multiple Interests per
router (p = 10).
5) E5 & E6 –SDN-enabled Multipath (S-MP) Pipeline:
This is Similar to E3 & E4, except the consumer will retrieve
the list of routers which cache the data from the SDN
controller.
We evaluate the performance with in-network caching both
enabled and disabled. NFD manages a content store (CS)
which is used to cache the data for a satisﬁed Interest. For
the in-network caching-enabled case, the CS at the routers
will have cached the requested data and therefore the Interest
is not forwarded to the NDN producer. In the default NFD
implementation, the interest will be forwarded to the producer
and only beneﬁts from on-path caching. In our proposed
architecture, the SDN will reconﬁgure the consumer to send
Interests to off-path routers which also host the requested data.
Thus, we do not restrict data forwarding only to the on-path
routers. This reduces the latency for data retrieval, producer
overheads and avoids single-path congestion.
TABLE I: Evaluation Parameters.
Test Datasets

100MB Files, and
8KB×1000 Files

Experiment
#Routers
1
1
3
3
3

Design
Pipeline Size
1
10
1 per Router
10 per Router
5:3:2

Caching
w/ & w/o
w/ & w/o
w/ & w/o
w/ & w/o
w/ & w/o

V. R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSION
The WAN data transfer performance of the proposed DMP and the S-MP methods were evaluated on the GENI
network testbed. The SDN controller and all NDN entities (i.e.
consumers, routers, and producers) were placed on different
InstaGENI sites and aggregated using layer-2 stitching over
Internet2 AL2S. Two sets of WAN transfer performance results
for two datasets are presented in Figure 4. For both datasets,
we evaluate the transfer performance with i) in-network
caching disabled, i.e. the requested data is not available in the
routers’ content store (CS), and the requested data is always
fetched from the producer and then cached at the router(s);
and ii) in-network caching enabled, i.e. the requested data is
available on both on-path and off-path routers. All the results
in this paper are computed with 95% conﬁdence interval over
ﬁve runs.
Figures 4a and 4b show the transfer performance results
for the experiments listed in the Section IV-B for the 100MB

dataset with in-network caching disabled and enabled, respectively. Our D-MP approach performs 12.5x and 18.4x
better than the default NDN implementation with in-network
caching disabled and enabled respectively. In addition, the SMP strategy shows performance gains of 12.6x and 18.5x with
in-network caching disabled and enabled respectively.
Figure 4c shows the transfer performance for the second
dataset (i.e. 1000×8KB ﬁles) with in-network caching disabled. We see that D-MP and S-MP approaches perform
10.4x and 10.6x better than the default NDN implementation
respectively. In Figure 4d, with in-network caching enabled,
we see further performance improvements, with D-MP and
S-MP performing 12.5x and 12.6x better respectively.
Comparing the two proposed approaches, we see that SMP performs 0.8% and 0.54% better than the D-MP case for
transferring 100MB dataset, and it performs 1.92% and 0.8%
for transferring 1000×8KB ﬁles. The reason for that is that the
S-MP only adds a small latency overhead to the transfer time.
This is due to the fact that the Interest packet is forwarded
to the SDN controller and the consumer waits to receive the
conﬁguration update before initiating the connections with
the appropriate routers. Furthermore, we note that this is a
one-time cost and can be minimized by placing the SDN
controller closer to the NDN networks’ edge. Thus, the SMP approach scales predictably with increasing number for
Interests. While in the D-MP case, the Consumer needs to
contact all routers in the network to build the conﬁguration
ﬁle which will decrease the performance. The degradation in
performance will increase for D-MP case as the number of
routers in the network increases as shown in Figure 5.
In order to compare the D-MP strategy with the S-MP
strategy, we increase the number of routers by adding another
layer of routers to our testbed. The extra three routers are
located on three different sites on the GENI testbed and
are two hops away from the consumer. Figure 5 shows the
communication overhead to build the conﬁguration ﬁle for DMP and S-MP strategies. We observe from the ﬁgure that the
communication delay increases for the D-MP strategy as the
number of routers in the network increases. On the other hand,
the S-MP overhead is consistent since it does not depend on
the number of the routers, but it mainly depends on the SDN
controller’s location.
VI. R ELATED WORK
A number of recent works focus on SDN-NDN integration,
improving content caching and placement, and routing/forwarding mechanisms. The authors in [11] proposed the use
of a controller to perform content selection and placement on
speciﬁc off-path routers. Other approaches to optimizing NDN
caches include joint-path and off-path cooperative caching
policies [12], content popularity based multi-path forwarding
and caching strategies [13], and the use of network coding
and cache content placement to achieve better bandwidth and
cache cost performance [14]. Interest routing and forwarding
strategies proposed by the authors in [15] rely on the discovery
of temporary copies of content not available in on-path caches
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Fig. 4: WAN Performance Evaluation of the D-MP and S-MP strategies for different datasets.
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